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Amorita Cup Sails
Again

by Rick Thompson
For the first time in 14 years and only
the second time in 26 years, the
Bermuda IOD fleet challenged the Long
Island Sound fleet to a team race
between the two fleets for a best 4 of 7
series.

John Evans and Team Long Island Sound in action

This time, the event was held in
Bermuda as the location of the
defending champions. This time it would
be a 3 v.s 3 team racing. Representing
Long Island Sound was two-time IOD
world champion Elliot Wislar and
stalwarts of the fleet Jennifer Miller and
John Evans, while Bermuda was
represented by fleet champion Patrick
Cooper and veterans Kevin Horsfield
and Ray DeSilva.

Read more.

2018 IOD
Worlds Report

by Mike McNamara

World Champions Jonathan Farrar & Team Zallee

Defending Champions Team Farrar,
representing Fishers Island Yacht Club,
won the 2018 International One Design
World Championship in an exciting
series that took place from 26 August to
1 September, 2018 in Stenungsund,
Sweden. Thirteen boats did battle over
five days of racing, representing
Sweden, Norway, Canada, Bermuda
and the United States. Team Werdiger
(Nantucket) earned their Second Place
finish followed by hometown heroes
Team Ristorp (Sweden #1) and Team
Sandahl (Sweden #2) in Third and
Fourth Places, respectively. Team Van
Voorhis (Fishers Island #2) rounded out
the Top Five.

Read more.

Manhattan YC IOD
Fleet Recognized 

by John Burnham

Duchess; owners Michael Verost/ Chip Dolphi/ Jaci Daudt

At the annual class meeting in Sweden,
the Manhattan Yacht Club IOD Fleet
formally joined the International One-
Design Class, bringing the total number
of fleets to 13.

“Our sailors are ecstatic to be part of the
great IOD family,” reports fleet captain
Luigi Galbiati. “From the get go, every
other fleet has been extremely
welcoming and supportive of us, which
made the work of building our fleet from
scratch a little easier. We have now
reached six boats, of which two new
builds and hopefully we get to build
further interest over the winter and add
another new build.”

Read more

IOD Trivia
Answer from last issue:

Åas private signal flag

This was Bjarne Åas's private signal
flag which was registered at KNS in the
early 1920's and likely flown from a
pigstick at the top of the mast of his
private yacht? Luigi Galbiati found a
sketch of the flag in an old Norwegian
book about Åas and confirmed the color
scheme with both the KNS and the
Hånko YC.

CHESTER FLEET
HOSTS 2018 NAS

by Danielle Lawson

Rick Thompson is widely known as the
face of the Chester IOD Fleet.
Evangelizing the class, building
community and forward-thinking are part
of Rick’s DNA, so it is easy to think that
his praise for Chester is exaggerated by
his salesmanship.

Upwind action at IOD NAs in Chester

Last weekend at the North American
Invitational, however, 8 visiting teams
(10 teams total) discovered the idyllic
conditions, the beautiful boats and the
countless individuals that are the heart
and soul of the Chester IOD Fleet.  We
learned firsthand, that Rick’s
exuberance is NOT hyperbole, and we
can’t wait to get back for the Class
Championships in 2020.

Read more.

World Sailing
  Defers Council Vote

on Regulations
Amendment 110-18

Linked here is Submission 110-18 at the
World Sailing Annual Conference from
the 2018 meeting just held in Sarasota,
FL. The purpose of the amendment is to
reduce the minimum number of entries
for a World Championship for heavy
displacement keelboat classes.

This submission by the Chairman of the
World Sailing Classes Committee, was
co-submitted by the IOD Class and the
J111 Class. It has the strong support of
the 12 Metre, 8 Metre, 6 Metre Classes
and about 10 others. The submission
was unanimously approved by the
Classes, Constitution and Equipment
committees and seemed to be on its
way to successful adoption.

Unfortunately, the original submission
had been slightly edited by the World
Sailing staff in preparation for the
meeting. These edits led to some
concern that there could be
misunderstanding of the rule. It was
therefore deferred to next year.

A new, carefully worded draft
submission is in preparation and we
await the final word next year with
strong hope for success. In the
meantime, World Sailing has approved
the 2019 IOD World Championships in
Marblehead and have the event posted
on the World Sailing Calendar, here.

Harry Madeira
June 25, 1926 - October 21, 2018

Harry is a big loss both locally and
globally for the wonderful world of IODs.

He was a fine helmsman in his own right
until he turned over Auriga’s tiller to his
two highly capable sons, Gary and
Steve.  And Harry continued to be a
cheerleader, a coach and a camp
follower for decades after he hung up
his own sea boots.

He loved his sailing buddies around the
world, none better than those in
Bermuda and Norway.   He was a
gracious host in Northeast Harbor and a
convivial houseguest on the road.

Until the last possible days of his life, he
would guide his Hinckley powerboat
Irresistible around the race course and
careen his scooters about town.  He
was a force to be reckoned with equally
at town meetings and amongst the sea
lawyers.

His voice was unmistakable.   His love
of the sailor’s life was unquenchable.

Ain’t no one else like him!

-David Rockefeller

Please read the obituary, here

IOD Quick Tip
Jib Leads

  by Charlie Van Voorhis

Ease of use and repeatability are again
the themes of this Quick Tip, but this
time the focus is jib lead position. On
Jester, we are able to easily adjust our
jib leads both in and out, but also up
and down (the equivalent of fore and
aft).

Athwartship jib lead track and up/down lead

One control line pulls the car inboard
against a shock cord take up that can
pull the car outboard. The other control
adjusts the height of the lead above
deck. The line lead through the two
blocks on the car allow it to move in/out
without changing the up/down setting of
the lead.

What appears above deck as a floating
lead is actually carefully calibrated
below deck so that we can easily
replicate settings for each tack or
change for various conditions.

The lead position pictured below is what
we would call "6 over 4" as indicated by
the positions of the two knots in the
orange line. The upper number is the
up/down indicator and the lower number
the in/out. In medium breeze, we sail at
6/4, while in very light air we might sail
at 7/1.

Jib lead set to "6 over 4"

If anyone is interested in learning more
about this setup, please don't hesitate to
send me an email, here.

 

IODWCA 
2018 AGM

8.26.18
Stenungsund Sweden

by Charlie Van Voorhis

  

Stenungsund Sailing Center

The 2018 IODWCA AGM was held on
August 26, 2018, immediately prior to
the World Championship in
Stenungsund, Sweden. Nine of the
twelve IOD fleets were present and
represented in person while Long Island
Sound and St Mawes voted by proxy.
The Outer Oslo Fjord Fleet was not
present. 

In addition to the regular business of
approving last year's minutes, reviewing
the Treasurer's report, the President's
report, the Fleet reports and approval of
Marblehead as the site for next year's
World Championship, there was a
general discussion of the Championship
Regulations and several items of note
that were voted on.

These included the following:

Approved - The formal recognition of the
Manhattan Yacht Club IOD Fleet as the
newest recognized fleet in the IODWCA

Approved - The amendments to the
IODWCA Constitution and Bylaws

Approved - The name and location
changes of the Norwegian Fleet(s)

Denied - A motion to leave World Sailing
and end our recognition as an
International Class

Approved - The acceptance of the
Nominating Committee's slate of
Officers for the coming year

Jim Bishop, Sr
July 23, 1933 - May 24, 2018

Legend has it that Jim; Grew up on a
One House Island.

One day a lad from a nearby island
sailed by and yelled to Jim asking him if
he wanted a sail boat ride! He nodded
“sure” an hopped aboard asking “were
we headed!” The Sailor responded “To a
sail boat race!” At the end of the day Jim
was hooked and shore bound no more!

That simple invitation changed his life
and the lives of many individuals for
decades to follow! This gesture was
replicated by Jim for a lifetime. Hundred
upon hundreds of sailors young and old
were introduced to the sailing game and
encouraged by Jim to become “as good
as you can be” in our Sport!

He was the Pied Piper for not only
family but lifelong friends. Jim was most
interested in one design sailing in the
Larchmont YC Frostbite fleet, J44s and
his passion the IOD Class. Regardless
of the venue or Class, his Expertise,
Enthusiasm and Spirit led to loyalties
and friendships unparalleled.

As his crew expressed their gratitude to
this wonderful Skipper, sailor, friend,
and mentor at the end of a day ,
weekend or race week he wold say; with
a twinkle in his eye, “It is You that I
thank! After all, this would not be any
fun if I had to do it all by myself!“

He would often close an evening
gathering with the Bermudian
expression (referencing the Geography
of their Nation). “It’s been One Hell Of a
Hook.”

And so it has been; for all the many that
he loved and nourished: his Family,
Friends, Crew, Competitors, Class
Associations, Clubs, Local, National
International Organizing Authorities of
the sport of sailing!

God Speed, John Osmond

Please read obituaries here, here,
and here.
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